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could be found so far. For that reason, we decided to build
such a system which we present in this paper.
Related work: Other approaches of wide coverage syntactic
and semantic analysis with FOL output as input for textual
entailment were presented in [8]. However, in contrast to
our approach they are not based on a purely linguistically
motivated grammar formalism with a broad coverage like,
e.g., ERG. Furthermore, our formula generation system has
successfully been employed as underlying analysis basis in a
framework for recognizing textual entailment (see [9]).

Abstract—This paper describes an application for computing
first-order semantic representations of English texts. It is based
on a combination of hybrid shallow-deep components arranged
within the middleware framework Heart of Gold. The shallowdeep semantic analysis employs Robust Minimal Recursion
Semantics (RMRS) as a common semantic underspecification
formalism for natural language processing components. In order
to compute efficiently first-order representations of the input
text, the intermediate RMRS results of the shallow-deep analysis
are transformed into the dominance constraints formalism and
resolved by the underspecification resolver UTool. First-order
expressions can serve as a formal knowledge representation of
natural text and thus can be utilized in knowledge engineering
or textual reasoning. At the end of this paper, we describe their
application for recognizing textual entailment.
Index Terms—recognizing textual entailment; logical inference;
HPSG-based text analysis; first-order logics

II. S EMANTIC R EPRESENTATION F ORMALISMS
In this section we describe shortly the semantic formalisms
MRS and RMRS on which our application builds.
Minimal Recursion Semantics: Scope underspecification is
a well-known technique in computational semantics of natural
language [10]. MRS is a description language over formulas
of FOL languages with generalized quantifiers. For instance,
the sentence “Every wizard acts in a circus” illustrates the
well-known problem of scopal ambiguity. Is it one and the
same circus in which every wizard acts or are there possibly
several different circuses in which the wizards act? Thus, the
sentence has two scopal readings which can be represented by
the following FOL formulas:

I. I NTRODUCTION
ANY applications depend on a formal representation
of natural language sentences in form of first-order
logic (FOL). For instance, in recognizing textual entailment
[1] the approaches based on logical inference depend on FOL
formulas as a semantic representation of the input texts. Furthermore, enhanced first-order knowledge representations of
natural language sentences can be accomplished by integrating
knowledge from resources like the lexical base WordNet [2] or
the ontological database YAGO [3] into FOL formulas. Other
applications can be found in the area of knowledge engineering
and information integration (see, e.g., [4]).
Basically, for a production of fine-grained FOL expressions
a broad coverage of syntactic structures and English words
is preferable. To this end, the English Resource Grammar
(ERG, see [5]), a broad-coverage, linguistically precise Headdriven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) of English can be
used. ERG utilizes Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS, see
[6]) as a formalism for building scope underspecified semantic
representations from HPSG grammars.
Combining deep parsing techniques with shallow ones can
make parsing processes more robust, i.e., less error-prone and
faster [7]. For that reason, we use Heart of Gold (HOG, see
[7]), a framework for combining NLP components like, e.g.,
shallow statistical parsers, named entity recognizers, and deep
syntactic parsers.
Neither literature nor implemented systems producing FOL
from an HPSG grammar with RMRS as semantic formalism
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a(x9 , circus(x9 ), every(x5 , wizard(x5 ),

(1)

and(act(e2 , x5 ), in(e2 , x9 ))))
every(x5 , wizard(x5 ), a(x9 , circus(x9 ),

(2)

and(act(e2 , x5 ), in(e2 , x9 )))).
MRS allow multiple formulas, which differ only in their
scopal configuration like, e.g., (1) and (2), to be expressed with
exactly one single compact formula. To achieve this, in MRS
predicates of the formulas are decoupled from each other by
removing any nesting of predicates, assigning different labels
l1 , l2 , ... to them, and adding holes h1 , h2 , ... to scope relevant
predicates. A single scope underspecified representation of (1)
and (2) above can then be given as an MRS by
< {l3 : every(x5 , h6 , h4 ), l7 : wizard(x5 ),
l8 : act(e2 , x5 ), l8 : in(e10 , e2 , x9 ),
l11 : a(x9 , h13 , h12 ), l14 : circus(x9 )},
{h6 qeq l7 , h13 qeq l14 } >
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More specifically, (3) contains a set of labeled (decoupled)
first-order predicates (l3 : every, l7 : wizard, ...) with holes
(h6 , h4 , ...) and a set of qeq-constraints (h6 qeq l7 , ... ). A qeqconstraint states a directive enforcing a particular label l to
be in the scope of a particular hole h. In (3), the first qeqconstraint enforce label l7 to be in the scope of h6 . Scope
specified formulas are obtained by assigning, or plugging,
labeled predicates to holes in a manner that is consistent with
the qeq-constraints. For instance, (1) is obtained by plugging
l7 into h6 , l14 into h13 , l3 into h12 , and l8 into h4 . Such
formalized assignments are called also pluggings.
Robust Minimal Recursion Semantics: RMRS is a generalization of MRS. It can not only be underspecified for scope
as MRS, but also partially specified, e.g., when some parts
of the text cannot be resolved by a given NLP component.
Furthermore, in RMRS due to possible lack of morphological
analysis, predicates are allowed to lack for their arguments.
Hence, it can be used as a semantic representation formalism
of shallow NLP components. HOG supports integration of
shallow NLP components by using RMRS as an exchange
format. Additionally, RMRS defines an in-group relation ing
which describes conjunctively connected labels, e.g., the ingroup relation {h8 ing h10001} in Figure 2. For a detailed
description of MRS and RMRS see [6] and [11], respectively.

input
text

Tokenization
with JTok

NE−Recognition
with SProUT

POS−tagging
with TnT

Deep parsing with PET
Semantic analysis
RMRS

Transformation of RMRS to MRS
Plugging enumeration by UTool
Resolving RMRS

III. G ENERATION OF FOL F ORMULAS
The application for generation of FOL formulas illustrated
in Figure 1 consists of two parts:
a) Semantic analysis with the shallow-deep approach realized by HOG, and
b) Resolving of RMRS realized by UTool.
Aditionally, a graphical user interface (GUI) enclosing these
parts was developed to control the analysis process and to
inspect the results of the analysis components.
HOG is configured to control the overall workflow of the
hybrid shallow and deep analysis. In particular, it transforms
and transports data among various NLP components of the application. First, HOG processes the input text and computes its
semantic representation as RMRS. Afterwards, the generation
of pluggings representing readings of the RMRS is performed
with the underspecification solver UTool [12]. Finally, the FOL
formulas are constructed out of the computed pluggings and
the original RMRS. In the following the processing steps are
described in more detail.
Syntactic-semantic analysis: Shallow parsing techniques are
used to retrieve superficial information from the sentences
without a deep structure. In our system shallow parsing begins
with tokenization by JTok (distributed with HOG) which splits
the sentence by its tokens. Those tokens are passed to the
statistical part-of-speech tagger TnT [13]. In parallel to these
two components, SProUT [14], a finite state machine named
entity recognizer, prepares information about named entities
found. The results from TnT and SProUT are merged together
via XML-transformation from HOG and prepared for input
to the deep HPSG parser PET [15]. In that manner, PET is
supplied with information for words which possibly are not

to application
Fig. 1.

Overall system for formula generation.

contained in the deep HPSG lexicon (e.g., unusual named
entities). Afterwards, PET parses the pre-annotated input text
by employing the HPSG grammar ERG. With the help of
this processing step, a fully syntactic annoted phrase structure
is computed, from which predicate argument structures can
directly be established. During the deep HPSG analysis, PET
composes (robust minimal recursion) semantics according to
the semantic algebra for HPSG grammars [16]. According to
the analysis procedure described above, HOG produces the
RMRS in Figure 2 for the following example sentence:
A wizard acts in a circus show in Paris.
Resolving RMRS: Unfortunately, a sentence with n quantifiers can have up to n! readings [6], e.g., RMRS in Figure 2
with the quantifiers a_q, udef _q, and proper_q has 4! scopal
readings. More adverse is that about 8% of the sentences of the
Rondane treebank provided with ERG have more than 100,000
readings according to the ERG analyses, and about 4% have
more than one million readings [17]. Thus, it is required to
enumerate all readings efficiently and to eliminate those which
are logically equivalent. These tasks are performed by UTool
in time of O(n2 ) per solved form (see [18]).
As in Section II described, for MRS the scopal readings
are obtained by plugging labels l to holes h. RMRS has to be
resolved analogously. However, in its standard configuration,
UTool resolves only MRS. Therefore, by following the in-
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(h12)

h8:act_v_
h20:circus_n

h14:compound_rel
Fig. 3.

Dominance graph.

h24:proper_q_rel
(h26)

(h25)

{h8 ing h10001, h8 ing h10003, h14 ing h10002}

Fig. 2. RMRS of shallow deep analysis of the example sentence as attribute
value matrix.

structions from [11], we developed an XSLT-based procedure
for transforming RMRS into MRS to make the output RMRS
of HOG suitable for resolving with UTool. Afterwards, UTool
can automatically compute the assignments according to which
the labels should be linked to holes. In particular, the following
procedure is applied (see [17] for details):
1) Translation of MRS into dominance constraints [17], a
closely related underspecification formalism, and
2) Efficient enumeration of solved forms of the dominance
constraints.
Dominance constraints can be represented as dominance
graphs. Thus, an MRS corresponds to a dominance graph. In a
dominance graph originating from an MRS, nodes correspond
to MRS labels h whereas (dashed drawn) dominance edges
correspond to MRS qeq-constraints. For instance, the RMRS
from Figure 2 which was produced by HOG is translated
by UTool into dominance constraints which is shown as a
dominance graph in Figure 3.
UTool computes all solved forms of the dominance graph
according to the algorithm that is based on graph connectivity
(see [17]). One possible reading of the dominance graph from
Figure 3 (and simultaneously of the RMRS in Figure 2) is
given as a solved dominance graph in Figure 4.
Consequently, from each solved dominance graph, UTool
recursively generates a set of pluggings. The plugging for
Figure 4 looks like the following one:
h24(h27,h11(h17(h20,h14),h3(h7,h8)))
Finally, we parse all pluggings sequentially and replace each
label by its corresponding predicates according to the original
MRS. After that procedure is finished, we get the formula for
the first plugging:

h27:named_rel

h11:a_q_
(h13)

(h12)
h3:a_q_
(h6)

h17:udef_q_rel
(h19) (h18)
h20: circus_n

h7: wizard_n

(h4)
h8:act_v_

h14:compound_rel
Fig. 4.

Solved dominance graph.

proper_q_rel(X22,
named_rel(X22,paris),
a_q_rel(X9,
udef_q_rel(X15,
circus_n_1_rel(X15),and(
compound_rel(E16,X9,X15),
show_n_of_rel(X9))),
a_q_rel(X5,
wizard_n_1_rel(X5),and(
act_v_1_rel(E2,X5),and(
in_p_rel(E10,E2,X9),
in_p_rel(E23,E2,X22))))))
IV. A PPLICATIONS U SING FOL E XPRESSIONS
There are many applications depending on a logical representation of natural language (see, e.g., [1] or [4]). The
application presented here was successfully implemented in
our experimental system for recognizing textual entailment
(RTE) [9]. In RTE [19], the aim is to identify the logical
relations between two texts, thesis T and hypothesis H, e.g.,
T: A wizard acts in a circus show in Paris.
H: Some magician remains in a capital
town of France.
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In particular, given a pair {T, H}, our system was designed
to find answers to the following conjectures [20]:
1) T entails H,
2) T ∧ H is inconsistent, or
3) H is informative with respect to T , i.e., is H a new and
consistent information in relation to T ?
In the example above, T entails H. To prove it, our
system uses model-theoretic approach combined with logical
inference. Syntax and semantics of the texts representing T
and H are first analyzed with HOG and the resulting semantic
representations in form of RMRS are translated into FOL
as described in Section III. Afterwards, they are passed to
external automated reasoning tools like model builders and
theorem provers which check what kind of logical relation
between T and H holds.
V. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

In this paper an application based on a combination of
linguistic resources and tools is presented that enable for an
efficient generation of first-order logic formulas from a broad
coverage HPSG grammar combined with shallow analyses.
Since the semantic composition is performed by a deep HPSG
parsing, it is required for a successfull generation of FOL
expressions that the deep parsing succeeds. Unfortunately, it
can fail if well-formedness of syntactical structures is too
weak, e.g., in SMS dialogues or transcriptions of spontaneous
speech.
The application can be improved through integration of
coreference resolvers, so that different object variables pointing to the same individual can be identified. Finally, the
application could be supplemented with statistical models describing scopal position settings in natural language sentences,
so that scope resolved readings are produced in order of
descending probability of their occurrence.
Furthermore, RMRS is the common semantic formalism
for the HPSG grammars within the context of the LinGO
Grammar Matrix [21] like the Japanese HPSG grammar JaCY
[22], the Korean Resource Grammar [23], the Modern Greek
Resource Grammar [24], the Norwegian NorSource Grammar
[25], and the Spanish Resource Grammar SRG [26]. Because
all of these grammars interface to RMRS, an exchange of the
ERG in our system can be considered and a high degree of
multilinguality achieved.
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